The social, psychopathological and consumer context of rate of symptom improvement in acute mania.
Knowledge of moderators of symptom improvement over time in acute mania improves predictability of individual patient outcomes. This study attempted to identify such moderators of the rate of symptom improvement. In 3459 patients with high levels of mania in whom a change in psychotropic treatment was initiated and who were assessed six times over three months, clinical and social moderators of the rate of response were examined. Additionally, moderators of symptom improvement in individuals with high baseline levels of comorbid depression (n = 815) and psychosis (n = 1849) were identified. Within three months, mania symptoms were reduced by 52%, psychotic symptoms by 56% and depressive symptoms by 36%. High levels of baseline depression, greater illness severity in the past year, lower age of onset and rapid cycling reduced the rate of mania symptom improvement by 5-15%. Social variables indicating disadvantage similarly had negative contributions (5%-14%). Several reasons for change of medication involving patient choice, patient compliance, side effects and lack of effectiveness impacted negatively (reductions of 10%, 6%, 14% and 9% respectively). For the psychosis dimension, both low mania scores (22% reduction) and high depression scores (14% reduction) at baseline impacted negatively, whereas rate of reduction in depression was not conditional on baseline psychopathology. The rate of symptom improvement in acute mania is to a large extent conditional on the context as provided by the social, psychopathological and consumer environment. Understanding the context of treatment response offers valuable insights into treatment approaches aimed at moderation of traditional pharmacological interventions.